2022 Colour Range
Available now
Includes 5 beautiful new décors

Wharf Seamless Worktops.
Whether choosing our truly innovative Makeover product or the full range
of features from our Seamless line for your new or replacement top,
Wharf Worktops will use our digital templating precision and patent-pending
strengthening technology to bring your desired worktop to life.

Full range of 33 colours
Upstands and Backsplashes
Moulded upstands
Planted upstands
Moulded tile upstands 10mm

With one continuously flowing solid surface top, any length or depth can
be made to perfectly fit your specific dimensions, and our guaranteed colour
match means even large island and breakfast bar tops will look seamless.

Moulded backsplashes
Planted backsplash
Sinks and Drainer Options
White moulded seamless single bowl sink

All Wharf worktops are non-porous making them hygienic, non-staining
and safe for food preparation without the need for sealing or treating.

White moulded seamless 1.5 bowl sink
White seamless vanity sink
Undermount sink cut out for stainless steel

Wharf Select
With our Select product, style and versatility converge to complete
a fabulous finish for your kitchen, bathroom or utility.

Undermount sink cut out for composite sink
Belfast sink cut out
Inset sink cut out
Fabricated sink with matching sides and stainless steel bottom

Our extensive range of features allows angles and curves of your personal
design; blend your countertop to the floor with a slab-end, integrate
worktops to windowsills and contour smoothly along the profile of
your walls with seamless moulded upstands and backsplashes.

Drainer grooves
Recessed drainer
Sloping drainer
Non-drip lip for sinks up to 2m
Window Sills

Wharf Makeover
Our unique Makeover range is ingeniously designed and strengthened
with our patent-pending technology to fit seamlessly and completely
over your current worktops.
Created from the same material as our Select product, Makeover tops are 100%
waterproof and available in all 33 versatile colours. Keep your existing sink or swap it
for one of our moulded models to enjoy the full benefit of our seamless technology.
Wharf Makeover is a popular, cost effective and environmentally driven solution
to kitchen upgrades; allowing existing appliances and cabinets to remain,
creating less mess and hassle in your kitchen renovation.

Planted Window Sills
Seamless Window Sills (only with moulded upstands)
Slab Ends / Waterfalls
Slab ends / Waterfalls
Undercladding / Inner cladding for slab ends, islands and peninsulars
Worktops Integration
Standard hob cut-out
Hob bar board
Routed hob bars into worktop
Downdraft extractor cut out
Radius corners over 10mm and curves
Socket cut outs / Pull up Socket
Wireless phone charger
†

Other thicknesses are available with a surcharge

24mm, 30mm, 37mm†
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Decisions, decisions.
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Every décor in the wharf seamless worktop range has been designed to effortlessly complement
the colour scheme of your kitchen or bathroom. Choose from 33 distinctive options, everything from
natural plain colours and classic patterned stones to the guaranteed talking points of Aegean and
Jadeite. Décor image scale is 1:2.

PRICE BAND C

Find your finish. wharf seamless décor options

Aegean

Cinnamon

Jack Frost

Dolomite

Callisto

Atlas

Frosted White

Graphite

Alabaster

Silver Fleck

Pebble

Sable

Rossa

Mocca

Jadeite

Tumbled Stone

Titan

Wharf Mineral

White Marble

Wharf is a family business that has grown
nationally by staying true to its core values
of exceptional customer service and
outstanding product quality.
As one of the UK’s leading manufacturers of solid
surface acrylic worktops, we create stunning seamless
products that complement any kitchen or bathroom
design and a wide range of budgets
Our customer service is backed by an extensive
product and workmanship warranty, providing
confidence that you have made the right choice.

Whilst every effort has been made to accurately represent wharf seamless select colours and textures
in this brochure, we are unable to guarantee an exact match due to the limitations of the printing process.
We reserve the right to update specifications without notice. All dimensions are nominal.

wharfworktops.co.uk

